
L E G O  R E TA I L  S T O R E
K AY L A  D E J O N G



CREATIVE BRIEF

THE MISSION:

Make visiting the LEGO Store an exciting, engaging and playful shopping experience by 
bringing the LEGO brand promise of “Playful Learning” to life inside the LEGO Stores.

WANTS:
•Engaging: High interaction
•Memorable: Lasting Experiences, Lengthen customers footprint in store
•Exciting: Continuously new experiences



VISION:

“Kids today have more choices on what toys to play with than ever before, creating 
an extremely competitive environment for toy makers. To differentiate themselves, 
LEGO has retail stores, which not all toys have. So the goal for this concept is to 
help kids feel impowered to create whatever their heart desires with no limits and 
not feel as if they are being told what to create because the LEGO brand prides itself 
on their core values: Imagination, Creativity, Fun, Learning, Caring, and Quality. 
To give the audience the freedom to “Create The Dream” all of these values can 
and will be reached. This space will be highly interactive, creating lasting and 
memorable experiences for kids and their guardians.”
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THEME:

“Create The Dream”

INTERPRETATION:

The tagline, “Create The Dream,” implies the notion that this space will provide 
the attendee to feel like they are on top of the world, nothing can stop them from 
creating their dream. Everyone has a different vision of what “The Dream” is, so 
this space will facilitate building and creating the dream of the person who is 
experiencing it.
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DESIGN STYLE: PLAYFUL KID/MODERN WORKSHOP

COLORS:
•Classic LEGO Colors

SEED IDEA
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TYPOGRAPHY:
•Headlines- Excelsior Comics Italic

•Typeface- DIN Condensed

DESIGN ELEMENTS:
•Mimics Classic LEGO design
•Primary LEGO Colors
•Red: Prominent Color

•White Space where no graphics are
•“Create The Dream” always headline
•Cloud Graphic sparingly
•Architecture: Basic LEGO shapes, mainly rectangles & circles



LILLY:
•Kids ages 2-5 (Pre-School)

•Toddlers who enjoy/are interested in LEGOs
•Basic knowledge of LEGOs

•Novice builders
•Short attention span

NEEDS:
•Basic interactive activities

•Learn through less challenging engagement
•Learn more about LEGOs

PERSONAS

TIMMY:
•Kids ages 6-12

•Mid-range adolescents who enjoy/are interested in 
LEGOs

•Good knowledge of LEGOs
•Intermediate builders

NEEDS:
•Learn through semi-challenging activites

•Challenge their creativity/imagination
•Support to express their imagination with no boundaries

RHONDA:
•Parent/Guardian of kid who plays with LEGOs

•Ages: 22+

NEEDS:
•See their kids having fun/expressing their 

imagination while learning
•Feel confident their kids are in good hands 

(with staff)
•Not feel they need to be by kid 24/7

•Want to bring kid back again



NARRATIVE:

The brand LEGO for years has strived to maintain the core values: 
Imagination, Creativity, Fun, Learning, Caring & Quality. By providing 
a LEGO workshop, it allows kids to create their idea of the perfect 
creation in an encouraging atmosphere. The workshop has activites 
for all ages along with a monthly competion called the “Building 
Competition.” This is where a design made in the store will be 
selected each month to become an actual temporary product, “The 
Featured Product” showcased in the front of the store.

Kids will come to this space to feel in control and turn their 
imagination into real life by learning more about the building 
process and LEGOs themself.

Story



CHARACTERS:

The staff in the store are highly experienced builders 
who are eager to share there knowledge with the 
future builders of the world. They are full of energy and 
passionate about what they do. Each staffer will have 
their own note pad to help sketch ideas for kids. They will 
also provide creative suggestions when asked and are 
available 24/7 while on duty.

Story



CHARACTERS:

Being on the staff they are a part of Team LEGO and will be 
dressed the same.

Story



IDEAtion

REFERENCE IMAGES:



ARCHITECTURE/INTERIOR:

STRUCTURE

The actual makeup of a traditional LEGO 
consists of two shapes, a rectangle & 
cylinders. So, in order to mimic this yet 
still keep it interesting, I wanted to create 
appealing artichecture that overlaps & 
intersects while giving the “workshop” feel. 
Including a peg wall that people associate 
with workshops fits the design style & 
designing a way to display the LEGO product 
which LEGO stores are known for. Along with 
this, a skylight referencing “The Dream” is 
incorporated in the interior.



INTERACTION:

ENGAGEMENT

For the interaction that was desired,the upcoming & 
popular technology, tablets, was chosen since many 

people, as well as kids are already familiar with. 
To tie into the theme, “Create The Dream,” a LEGO 

Dispensor mounted from the ceiling was created. The 
tablets are used to create any creation (“The Dream”) 

by the attendee made of LEGOs. Once the attendee 
commits to purchasing their design the LEGO 

dispensor will then put together the pieces needed to 
create the design as well as directions on how to  put 

it together in the form of a blue print.
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The Pre-Show engagement will be advertising for the 
building competition which is created in the LEGO Store 
using the LEGO dispensor. Advertising will include 
posters around the mall where the LEGO Store is located, 
billboards in the surrounding area, online at the LEGO 
websites, and emails that are sent out by collecting 
attendee information through the LEGO Dispensor.
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